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                                                                                    Perfect smoothies, creamy soups, refreshing frozen desserts...the blender that does it all.

Enjoy beautifully blended smoothies, the creamiest soups and delicious frozen desserts thanks to our range of Magimix Blenders. Let the automatic programmes and powerful (yet quiet) motor unleash your creativity, helping you to prepare home-cooked meals with ease. Follow the recipes in our book or create your own - the choice is yours.
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    What is the best blender?

Only Magimix blenders come with a 30-year motor warranty, ensuring that your machine will last you for decades to come. 

Why choose a Magimix Blender?

- High performance 1300W motor is powerful, reliable and quiet compared to other blenders. 

- Exclusive BlenderMix technology creates a dynamic movement inside the jug to ensure an ultra-fine blend

- Lab tested to maintain the temperature throughout the process ensuring no nutrients are lost

- Thermal shock resistant borosilicate glass jug  is highly durable, easy to clean and capable of mixing both hot and cold preparations

- Features 4 automatic programs for smoothies, soups, crushing ice and frozen desserts to remove the guess work

- Auto-rinse function lets you clean with the touch of a button

- Pulse function at 22,000 rpm for precise control

- Comes with a recipe book to help you get started

Optional accessories are available to increase the blender’s versatility. 

- BlenderKit – the complete accessory set comes with two blend cups which transform your machine into a personal blender, perfect for those on the go as well as a glass mill with a shake and pour lid for grinding coffee, spices and smaller preparations

- BlendCups – blend and go by transforming your machine into a personal blender with the blendcups. 

- Glass Mill – perfect for grinding nuts, spices, coffee or creating dips, sauces and baby food

Glass Jug Blender

Magimix blenders are made using borosilicate glass. This means that they are extra durable and able to withstand temparature changes from cool to hot. It is also resistant to scratches and staining. 

Which blender is best for smoothies?

Magimix blenders are best for smoothies, soups and more. Its exclusive BlenderMix technology ensures you get the perfect blend every time, from your smoothie bowls in the morning, your protein shakes after a midday workout to your hot and healthy soups at dinner. 

Why choose Magimix?

Magimix has a long standing reputation for building better products that last longer. As the inventors of the food processor, our philosophy is all about creating high quality appliances that are designed to be effective, efficient, and last for decades to come. 

Explore our range of high quality blenders that are built better to last longer. 
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            Magimix Guarantee
            30-year motor warranty 

*Conditions apply.
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                        Get 10% OFF your first order! Sign up now to be the first to learn about our latest products, recipe ideas and exclusive offers.

You will be redirected to create an account in order to sign up the newsletter.
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Add to Wishlist

Select your Wish List below.
 Manage your list title and more from 'My Account'.
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